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A B S T R A C T

In recent years, the Orf virus has become a promising tool for protective recombinant vaccines and oncolytic
therapy. However, suitable methods for an Orf virus production, including up- and downstream, are very lim-
ited. The presented study focuses on downstream processing, describing the evaluation of different chromato-
graphic unit operations. In this context, ion exchange-, pseudo-affinity- and steric exclusion chromatography
were employed for the purification of the cell culture-derived Orf virus, aiming at a maximum in virus recovery
and contaminant depletion. The most promising chromatographic methods for capturing the virus particles were
the steric exclusion- or salt-tolerant anion exchange membrane chromatography, recovering 84 % and 86 % of
the infectious virus. Combining the steric exclusion chromatography with a subsequent Capto™ Core 700 resin or
hydrophobic interaction membrane chromatography as a secondary chromatographic step, overall virus re-
coveries of up to 76 % were achieved. Furthermore, a complete cellular protein removal and a host cell DNA
depletion of up to 82 % was possible for the steric exclusion membranes and the Capto™ Core 700 combination.

The study reveals a range of possible unit operations suited for the chromatographic purification of the cell
culture-derived Orf virus, depending on the intended application, i.e. a human or veterinary use, and the re-
quired purity.

1. Introduction

The first viral vector-based therapy drugs have already received
marketing approval, and numerous products are at different stages of
clinical and preclinical testing to treat a variety of both inherited and
acquired diseases (Shirley et al., 2020). Among the currently used viral
vectors for gene therapy and vaccines, recombinant poxviruses have a
large packaging capacity and a favorable safety and efficacy (Pastoret
and Vanderplasschen, 2003; Verheust et al., 2012). One example of
these viral vectors is the Orf virus (ORFV), a member of the genus
Parapoxvirus of the family Poxviridae. It contains a linear double-
stranded DNA genome of approx. 140 kbp in length, and is an envel-
oped ovoid-shaped virus measuring approximately 260 nm x 160 nm
(Nagington et al., 1964). The envelope is surrounded by a characteristic
tubule-like structure in a spiral fashion, resembling a ball of wool

(Spehner et al., 2004).
Previously, we reported the successful use of the attenuated ORFV

for the generation of different recombinants with diverse modifications
able to protect against various infectious viral diseases (Rohde et al.,
2011, 2013; Rziha et al., 2016; van Rooij et al., 2010). Also other ORFV
strains were successfully used for the generation of recombinant vac-
cines (Hain et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2012), and inactivated ORFV
showed immunomodulatory properties in different preclinical models
(Bergqvist et al., 2017; Fleming et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019). Fur-
thermore, Rintoul et al. demonstrated an oncolytic activity for the wild-
type ORFV strain NZ2, causing a significantly reduced tumor growth in
immune-competent and xenograft human tumor models (Rintoul et al.,
2012). These and other reports show the excellent potential of the
ORFV vector and its broad field of possible applications (Amann et al.,
2013; Friebe et al., 2018; O’Leary et al., 2018).
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Knowledge on ORFV production processes is very limited and
mainly focuses on upstream processing (Pohlscheidt et al., 2008; Wang
et al., 2019). Downstream processing (DSP) procedures generally em-
ploy sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation (Rziha et al., 2016) and do not
satisfy regulatory demands for the purity of vaccines and gene ther-
apeutic products (European Pharmacopoeia, 2020; World Health
Organization, 2017). In order to identify promising chromatographic
methods for the purification of ORFV, a direct comparison of the
methods used for the DSP of other poxviruses could indicate a feasible
approach. For the Modified Vaccinia Ankara virus (MVA), the utiliza-
tion of anion exchange chromatography (Wolff et al., 2010b) or hy-
drophobic interaction chromatography (Wolff et al., 2010a) has been
reported and could be carried forward for the ORFV purification. Al-
ternatively, Wolff et al. described the successful purification by pseudo-
affinity stationary phases based on sulfated carbohydrates with virus
yields exceeding 60 % (Wolff et al., 2010a, b) for MVA. Similar methods
have previously been shown for the purification of Influenza A virus,
using sulfated-cellulose membranes as a stationary phase (Carvalho
et al., 2018; Fortuna et al., 2018, 2019) with recoveries of up to 81 %.
As Scagliarini and co-workers described the affinity of ORFV to heparin
(Scagliarini et al., 2004), the application of sulfated cellulose ligands
appears possible, as sulfated carbohydrates are known to mimic heparin
ligands (Gallagher et al., 2020; Paluck et al., 2016). Generally, as for
nearly all larger macromolecules and nanoplexes, size-dependent
chromatographic methods, e.g. size exclusion chromatography (SEC) or
steric exclusion chromatography (SXC), should be applicable for ORFV.
Examples for the purification of viruses by SEC are the turkey cor-
onavirus (Loa et al., 2002), vesicular stomatitis virus-pseudotyped ret-
rovial particles (Transfiguracion et al., 2003), and the Influenza virus
(Heyward et al., 1977; Kalbfuss et al., 2007b; Nayak et al., 2005). More
recently, SXC has also been proven to be a valuable tool for the pur-
ification of large proteins and bacteriophages (Gagnon et al., 2014; Lee
et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014). Furthermore, it was
successfully applied for the purification of the Influenza A virus
(Marichal-Gallardo et al., 2017) and baculovirus particles (Lothert
et al., 2020), using regenerated cellulose membranes. Moreover, the
Capto™ Core 700 resin (named CC700 hereafter) has also been de-
scribed as an approach for the purification of infectious virus particles,
allowing an efficient impurity removal (James et al., 2016).

Here, we describe the evaluation of different chromatographic ap-
plications that can be used for the purification of the ORFV strain
D1701-V. One aim was to identify feasible unit operations that have a
high specificity for the virus. Secondly, it is desired to use these
methods, either individually or in a combination, for a virus purifica-
tion with regard to product yields and respective purity requirements.
Among the tested methods are the membrane-based ion exchange-,
hydrophobic interaction-, pseudo-affinity-, and the steric exclusion
chromatography, as well as CC700.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Virus production and initial clarification

For all chromatographic capture steps, a clarified virus harvest was
required. Virus amplification was done in an adherent cell culture.
Briefly, Vero cells (ATCC, CCL-81) were seeded at 2×104 cells per cm2

in T-225 CytoOne® flasks (STARLAB International). Infection was done
at a multiplicity of infection of 0.05. After five days, the supernatant
was harvested and frozen/thawed (−80 °C, 22 °C) for a cell disruption
and a subsequent virus release. For an initial clarification, the super-
natant was centrifuged at 4 °C and 6000 x g for 10min. The clarified
virus suspension was used for following chromatographic steps. For a
reliable comparability, one production batch was used for all sub-
sequent experiments.

2.2. Screening of feasible chromatographic process unit operations

The chromatographic experiments were done using an Äkta™ Pure
25 liquid chromatography system (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) with
UV (280 nm), and conductivity monitoring was carried out at room
temperature. Additionally, the light scattering signal was measured
online with a Nano DLS Particle Size Analyzer (Brookhaven
Instruments). All buffers were filtered with a 0.2 μm filter (Corning) and
degassed by ultra-sonication (USC500 THD, VWR) prior to usage.

2.2.1. SXC
The SXC was performed exclusively as a capture step. Regenerated

cellulose membranes with a nominal pore size of 1 μm (Whatman RC60,
GE Healthcare Life Sciences) were applied as stationary phases. The
membranes were punched to discs of 13 or 24mm and assembled into
stainless steel filter holders with 13mm (#4042; PALL Life Sciences) or
25mm diameter (XX4502500, Merck), respectively. For each device, 10
membrane layers were stacked, providing a total surface area of 13.3
cm² (∼0.09mL) for the 13mm device, and 45.2 cm² (0.32 mL) for the
24mm membranes. At first, the membrane stack was equilibrated,
using either PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or 20mM TRIS-HCl (Carl
Roth) at a pH of 7.4 containing 8 % polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000
(Carl Roth). The TRIS buffer was additionally supplemented with
180mM NaCl (Carl Roth). The clarified virus harvest was conditioned
with PBS, or 20mM TRIS-HCl buffer (pH 7.4, 180mM NaCl) containing
an appropriate PEG concentration to meet the criteria of the equili-
bration buffer. Samples were applied using either a 10mL or a 150mL
super-loop, depending on the employed membrane volume. After
sample application, the column was washed with equilibration buffer
(at least 30 column volumes) and the virus was finally eluted using PBS,
or 20mM TRIS-HCl buffer pH 7.4 without PEG, but supplemented with
0.4 M NaCl (Carl Roth). A new stack of membranes was used for every
chromatographic experiment. For the characterization of the SXC per-
formance, the 13mm filter holder was operated with a PBS buffer at a
flow rate of 0.5mL min−1. To evaluate subsequent purification steps,
larger amounts of SXC-purified material were prepared. Therefore, the
25mm filter holder module was used, and TRIS-buffer was employed
during loading, wash, and elution to reduce buffer exchanges between
process units. Furthermore, these runs were conducted at a flow rate of
3mL min−1 to reduce processing time. The chromatographic experi-
ments were carried out three times, and the elutions were pooled, ali-
quoted, and frozen at −80 °C until further usage. In parallel, freeze/
thaw stabilities in the elution buffer were evaluated for four freeze/
thaw cycles after SXC purification (see Section 2.5).

2.2.2. Ion exchange chromatography (IEX)
The IEX was tested for both the capture and the second chromato-

graphic purification step. Therefore, Sartobind® S devices were tested
for the cation exchange chromatography (named IEX-S hereafter), and
Sartobind® Q (IEX-Q) and Sartobind® STIC®-PA (IEX-STPA) were ap-
plied as an anion exchanger and salt-tolerant anion exchanger, re-
spectively (all membrane devices were “pico”-scale modules obtained
from Sartorius Stedim Biotech). For all IEX experiments, the columns
were equilibrated with 20mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.4, supplemented with
180mM NaCl. The samples were mixed with the appropriate buffer to
meet these conditions. Afterwards, the samples were applied and the
columns subsequently washed with equilibration buffer, until the UV-
and light scattering signal reached the baseline. Using 2M NaCl in
20mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.4, the bound fraction was finally eluted. In the
case of the STPA membrane, an additional 150mM sodium phosphate
(Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the elution buffer. For all steps, a flow
rate of 1mL min−1 was applied. The Q and the STPA membranes were
tested as a capture step. Furthermore, the SXC-purified material was
processed with all described anion exchange membranes for a sec-
ondary purification step. All anion exchange experiments were per-
formed in triplicates. Cation exchange experiments were performed
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only once for both processing steps, as the isoelectric point (pI) of the
ORFV (see Section 3.1) suggests a low binding potential for the virus
with a high level of impurities in the flow-through fraction at the given
buffer conditions.

2.2.3. Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC)
Sartobind® Phenyl Pico membrane modules (Sartorius Stedim

Biotech GmbH) were used for the secondary chromatography of SXC-
purified material (named HICP hereafter). Using similar conditions as
previously described for Modified Vaccinia Ankara virus (MVA, (Wolff
et al., 2010a), the column was equilibrated with 20mM TRIS-HCl pH
7.4, supplemented with 180mM NaCl and 1.7M ammonium sulfate
(VWR International GmbH). SXC eluates were adjusted to these con-
ditions by adding the required amounts of salts. After sample loading,
the membrane stack was washed, maintaining the high salt con-
centration. The elution was achieved by removing the ammonium sul-
fate from the system, using 20mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.4 and 180mM NaCl.
HICP-secondary chromatographic steps were performed in triplicates,
using flow rates of 1mL min−1.

2.2.4. Pseudo-affinity chromatography (sulfated cellulose)
Sulfated cellulose membrane adsorbers (SCMA) were used in a bind-

and-elute mode, and tested for capture and secondary purification.
SCMA membranes were obtained as a DIN A4 format sheet (#94SC–04-
001, Sartorius Stedim Biotech) and punched to discs of 13mm dia-
meter. The discs were assembled into the 13mm stainless steel filter
holder mentioned above, with stacks comprising 10 membrane layers.
Both the clarified virus broth (capture) and SXC-purified material
(secondary purification) were subjected to SCMA purification with tri-
plicate runs for each case. Prior to chromatography, the respective
sample was mixed with 20mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.4 in order to reduce its
conductivity below 5mS cm−1. Conductivities were in the range be-
tween 3–4.2 mS cm−1 for all runs. After the equilibration of the
membrane stack with 20mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.4, the sample was applied
and subsequently washed with equilibration buffer. The elution was
achieved by using an equilibration buffer supplemented with 2M NaCl.
Each experiment was conducted in triplicates at a flow rate of 1mL
min−1 during all runs and steps of the experiments.

2.2.5. CC700 purification
As a secondary purification, the CC700 resin (readily packed 1mL

columns, GE Healthcare Life Sciences) was tested in the flow-through
mode. The general method equals the conditions for the ion exchange
membranes (see Section 2.2.2). The SXC-purified material was adjusted
to meet the conditions of the equilibration buffer, which was 20mM
TRIS-HCl pH 7.4 and 180mM NaCl, respectively. After sample loading
and washing with the equilibration buffer, the bound material was
eluted, using additional 2M NaCl in the same buffer. All CC700 runs
were done in triplicates, using a flow rate of 1mL min−1.

2.3. Dynamic binding capacity (DBC) determination

DBC experiments were performed for all membranes operated in the
bind-and-elute mode. The virus feed of a known concentration was
loaded onto the column until a complete breakthrough was observed,
based on the light scattering detection. The amount of virus at 10 %
breakthrough was subsequently calculated in relation to the maximum
signal. Where necessary, sample loading was stopped prior 100 %
breakthrough, if the pressure exceeded the maximum operational limit
for the tested membrane modules or the system. For a better compar-
ability, capacities were provided in relation to the applied bed volume.

2.4. Characterization of the virus

SXC-purified virus particles were analyzed for their size and iso-
electric point. Therefore, SXC virus elutions were subjected to size

(diameter) and to surface potential measurements, using a Zetasizer
Nano ZS90 (Malvern Panalytical). For the diameter measurements,
disposable semi-micro cuvettes (#67.742, Sarstedt) were used at a 90°
light scattering angle. The dispersant refractive index and viscosity of
the dispersant were set to 1.45 and 0.954 cP, respectively. For the zeta
potential measurement, the sample was mixed with 20mM Tris at pH
values between 3 and 13. The pH was checked and adjusted to the
respective value prior to the measurement, and reassessed after ana-
lysis. Folded capillary zeta cells (#DTS1070, Malvern) were applied to
determine the viral zeta potentials at different pH values. The data
analysis was conducted with the Malvern Panalytical Zetasizer Software
(version 7.12).

2.5. Virus stability evaluation

Additionally, the virus stability was evaluated by using SXC elution
fractions (see Section 2.2.1). The samples were supplemented with 0 %,
5 % or 10 % sucrose (Carl Roth) and subjected to up to three freeze/
thaw cycles (alternating between -80 and +20 degrees). After each
cycle, the infective virus titer was determined (see Section 2.6.1) for
each sample composition in triplicates.

2.6. Analytics of chromatographic fractions

Chromatographic fractions were analyzed for their content of in-
fective virus particles as well as with regard to the levels of protein and
DNA. The chromatographic fractions considered during analytics in-
cluded feed, flow-through, wash, and elution for the evaluation of bind-
and-elute methods (SXC, IEX-Q, IEX-STPA, HICP and SCMA). In con-
trast, the flow-through and wash fractions were pooled and analyzed as
a single fraction when using IEX-S and CC700.

2.6.1. Flow cytometric titration
Virus quantification was done by flow cytometry. Initially, Vero

cells were seeded in a 24-well format with 100,000 cells per well in a
culture volume of 1mL DMEM (Gibco™, Thermo Fisher Scientific),
supplemented with 5 % FCS (Capricorn Scientific). Directly after
seeding the cells, the infection of each well was performed using 100 μL
of the respective chromatographic sample, the medium blank, or stan-
dard virus stock (within the range of 1.5× 105 to 1×107 infective
units (IU) mL−1). The cells were incubated for 16 h, washed with PBS,
and harvested by using Trypsin/EDTA (Gibco™, Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Detached cells were supplemented with FCS to stop a trypsin
activity, and transferred to a 96-well U-bottom plate (Nunc, Thermo
Fisher Scientific). The cells were washed two times by centrifugation at
400 g for 2min, removing the supernatant, and re-suspending the pellet
in 100 μL PBS. Finally, the cells were analyzed using a flow cytometer
(Guava® easyCyte HT, Merck). The percentage of GFP positive (equals
infected) cells, compared to the total cell number, was determined. The
assays’ standard deviation was less than 10 %.

2.6.2. Total protein assay
The content of total protein was evaluated using the Pierce™ BCA

Protein Assay Kit (#23225; Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 25 μL of each sample were mixed
with 200 μL of working reagent and incubated at 37 °C for 30min in a
96-well plate (Nunc, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Afterwards, the absor-
bance was measured at 562 nm, using a plate reader (BioTek™ Cytation
3™, Fisher Scientific). Bovine gamma globulin (contained in kit) was
applied to prepare a standard calibration curve in the range of
20−2,000 μgmL−1 with a relative standard deviation of about 10 %.

2.6.3. DNA assay
The total double-stranded DNA (referred to as “DNA” in this work)

content was quantified, using the Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® dsDNA Kit
(#P11496, Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s
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instructions. Samples were analyzed in duplicates in a 96-well format,
using black plates (Nunc, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the same plate
reader as for the total protein assay (see Section 2.6.2). Each plate
contained two standard calibration curves prepared from λ-DNA con-
tained in the kit in the range of 0.025 ng mL−1 to 25 ng mL−1 (low-
range) and 1 ng mL−1 to 1000 ng mL−1 (high-range). Fluorescence
excitation was at 480 nm, and the emission intensity was measured at
520 nm, with an assay standard deviation of less than 15 %.

3. Results

3.1. Virus characterization

DLS measurements of SXC-purified virus particles showed a size
distribution between 130 nm and 370 nm with two main size popula-
tions at about 150 ± 14 nm and 250 ± 32 nm. Zeta potential mea-
surements detected a negative viral surface charge above pH values of
5, and a positive surface charge at a pH below or equal to 4 (Fig. 1A). A

more detailed analysis of the pH range between 4 and 5 revealed the
transition from a positive to a negative surface charge at pH 4.6, which
was not detected for the negative control (Fig. 1B). Hence, the viruses’
isoelectric point was determined with pH 4.6 under the given en-
vironmental conditions.

3.2. Determination of the dynamic binding capacities

The DBC was determined for all bind-and-elute methods at similar
conditions, using a clarified harvest. The highest DBC10 % was mea-
sured for the SXC, using the 24mm filter holder with 1.1E+ 09 IU
mL−1 (7.78E+06 IU cm-2), and for IEX-Q membranes with 5.93E+08
IU mL−1 (1.63E+ 07 IU cm-2, Table 1). Compared to the 24mm device
used for SXC, the 13mm filter holder allowed a DBC10 % of 1.81E+08
IU mL−1 (1.27E+06 IU cm-2) during SXC, depicting a non-linear
correlation between the filter area (volume resp.) and the binding ca-
pacity. Comparable results could be determined for the IEX-STPA, HICP
and SCMA membranes, with 1.42E+ 08, 1.31E+08, and greater than

Fig. 1. Determination of the isoelectric point of the Orf virus (ORFV). Zeta potential measurements of virus purified by steric exclusion chromatography (SXC) and
the corresponding buffer over a pH range from 2 to 13 (A), and more detailed resolution for the apparent transition from positive to negative zeta potential between
pH 4 and 5 (B). At a pH of 4.61 the net charge is zero. Error bars represent standard deviations of triplicate measurements.
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1.26E+08 IU mL−1 (3.91E+06, 3.57E+06 and greater than
8.40E+05 IU cm-2), respectively. A representative chromatogram is
shown in Fig. 2 for the SXC (24mm membranes), indicating a con-
taminant breakthrough during sample loading (UV signal), and a virus
desorption in the elution fraction (light scattering signal). During
loading of the HICP, at 10 % breakthrough, the pressure increased ra-
pidly above 0.5MPa, which is the operating limit of the HICP according
to the manufacturers´ instructions. For the SCMA, a constant break-
through of 20 % of the maximum signal was observed (data not shown).
As a result, a 10 % breakthrough was permanently exceeded during the
loading process, and sample loading was stopped once the pressure
increased above one MPa.

3.3. Capture step – virus recovery and impurity removal

Of the four tested membranes for the capture step (SXC, IEX-S, IEX-
STPA and SCMA), the best virus recovery was achieved by SXC and
STPA with viral yields of 84 % and 86 %, respectively (Fig. 3, A). In
contrast, using the SCMA or the IEX-S membrane, only 34 % and 39 %
of the infective virus particles were collected in the product fraction.
Additionally, for the SCMA, only approximately 51 % of the virus could
be recovered collectively in all chromatographic fractions, whereas the
remaining 49 % could not be accounted for. For the cation exchanger
(IEX-S), it has to be noted that the majority of the viruses was found in
the elution fraction (56 %) after an application of 2M NaCl, and not in
the flow-through.

Concerning the protein removal, SXC and SCMA performed equally

with an almost complete protein depletion (Fig. 3, B). In contrast, al-
most no protein was removed in the IEX-S flow-through fraction, and
about 29 % were found in the STPA elution.

The best unit operation to remove DNA during the capture step is
the SCMA, with only 5 % of the initial DNA content to be detected in the
product fraction, and 95 % of the DNA being removed during flow-
through and wash or remaining bound to the membrane (Fig. 3, C). For
the SXC, about 37 % of the DNA were recovered in the elution. Fur-
thermore, most of the contaminating DNA remained in the product
fractions of the IEX-S (89 %) and the IEX-STPA membrane (64 %).
About 30 % of the DNA was bound to the IEX-STPA membrane and
could not be eluted under any of the tested conditions.

3.4. Secondary purification step – virus recovery and impurity removal after
SXC

After SXC, a subsequent purification step was evaluated. In the
course of these experiments, the highest virus recovery was achieved
using CC700 with about 90 % (Fig. 4, A). The second-best performing
unit operation was the HICP membrane adsorber, resulting in virus
yields of about 76 % (elution fraction) and in about 42 % of losses in the
flow-through and wash fractions. Similar to the capture step using the
IEX-S purification, approximately half of the virus amount was found in
the flow-through product fraction, whereas the other half bound to the
membrane and eluted at 2M NaCl. The tested anion exchange mem-
branes all performed similarly. Approximately 68 % of the virus was
found in the product fraction for the Q membrane adsorber, and 57 %

Table 1
Overview of the DSP-screening for infective ORFV particles. Different stationary phases were tested for virus and impurity recovery. Capture steps were conducted
with clarified virus harvests, whereas SXC-purified material was used for secondary steps. The numbers in brackets show an overall recovery of the respective analyte
after secondary chromatography, employing SXC as a capture step. For bind-and-elute methods (SXC, IEX-Q, IEX-STPA, HIC-P, SCMA), the DBC is given in infective
units per cm². The DBC was not evaluated with regard to methods operated in a flow-through mode, as no binding of the virus was supposed to occur. Recovery
values are means of technical triplicates.

SXC IEX-Q IEX-STPA IEX-S HICP CC700 SCMA

Capture SP Capture SP Capture SP SP SP Capture SP

Recovery in product
fraction [%]

Virus 84 68 (57) 86 57 (48) 39 46 (39) 76 (64) 90 (76) 34 54 (45)
Total
protein

< 1 0 29 0 100 0 0 0 0 0

DNA 37 100 (37) 64 100 (37) 89 84 (31) 23 (8) 36 (13) 5 80 (30)
DBC10% [Infective Units mL−1] 1.81E+08 (13mm)

1.1E+09
(24mm)

5.93E+08 1.42E+08 Not determined
(flow-through
method)

1.31E+08 Not determined
(flow-through
method)

>1.26E+08

SXC – Steric exclusion chromatography; IEX – Ion exchanger; STPA – Salt tolerant polyamide; HICP – Hydrophobic interaction chromatography with phenyl ligand;
CC700 – Capto™ Core 700; SCMA Sulfated cellulose membrane adsorber; DBC10 % – dynamic binding capacity (at 10 % breakthrough), SP – Secondary purification.

Fig. 2. Determination of the dynamic binding capacity (DBC) during SXC. Representative chromatogram for the SXC using the 25mm filter holder device, monitoring
of UV at 280 nm, light scattering, and pressure. Loading was stopped at 10 % DBC based on light scattering detection.
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for the STPA membrane adsorber. Notably, a distinct amount of virus
could not be eluted at 2M NaCl, with roughly 30 % and 40 % not being
recovered from the IEX-Q and IEX-STPA membranes adsorbers, re-
spectively. The SCMA showed less retained viruses on the device than in
the previous capture step. However, the overall recovery of all fractions
was at about 70 %, with 54 % of the viruses being detected in the
product fraction.

For none of the applications used for the secondary purification,
proteins could be determined in any fraction.

The most efficient DNA depletion was achieved using the CC700
and the HICP membrane adsorber, with 36 % and 23 % of the initial
DNA amount remaining in the product fraction, respectively, (Fig. 4, B).
For all other applications, most of the contained DNA was co-eluted
with the product virus, with DNA amounts of 84 % (S-membrane), more
than 100 % (IEX-Q), 67 % (STPA), and 80 % (SCMA) being left in the
product fraction. Following Q, STPA, and SCMA purification, no DNA

Fig. 3. Virus and impurity recovery for different unit operations during capture.
Shown are the relative recoveries for ORFV (A), protein (B) and DNA (C) using
SXC, cation exchange membrane adsorbers (IEX-S), anion exchangers (IEX-
STPA) and sulfated cellulose membrane adsorbers (SCMA). Depicted are the
quantities contained in the flow-through, wash and elution fractions, whereas
for the IEX-S (operated in flow-through-mode), flow-through and wash frac-
tions are combined. Error bars reflect the standard deviation of technical tri-
plicates, except for the IEX-S membrane, which was only tested once to show
the proof of concept.

Fig. 4. Virus and impurity recovery for different unit operation during sec-
ondary chromatography. Shown are the relative recoveries for ORFV (A) and
DNA (B) during secondary purification, evaluating the Capto™ Core 700 resin
(CC700), IEX-S, strong and salt-tolerant anion exchange membrane adsorbers
(IEX-Q and IEX-STPA), as well as hydrophobic interaction membrane adsorbers
(HICP) and the SCMA. Depicted are the quantities contained in the flow-
through, wash and elution fractions, whereas for methods in the flow-through-
mode (CC700 and IEX-S), flow-through and wash fractions are combined. Error
bars reflect the standard deviation of technical triplicates, (IEX-S membrane
was only tested once). Protein recovery is not shown for the secondary pur-
ification as already after SXC capture no protein quantities were remaining.
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was found during flow-through and wash. Last it should be noted that
for STPA and SCMA the material balance could not be closed with 33 %
(STPA), and up to 20 % (SCMA) of the DNA remaining unaccounted for.

3.5. Virus stability

Virus particles after SXC purification were stable for at least four
freeze/thaw cycles, without any loss of infectivity (Fig. 5). An addi-
tional application of sucrose did not affect the viruses’ infectivity during
freezing at −80 °C.

3.6. Overview and summary

In summary, the combinations of SXC and CC700 or HICP showed
the highest overall virus recovery of approximately 76 % and 64 % after
both chromatography steps, respectively. Furthermore, these combi-
nations offered a complete protein removal, and final DNA concentra-
tions of 24 ng mL−1 (CC700) and 47 ng mL-1 (HICP) at virus titers of
2.0E+06 IU mL−1 and 1.1E+ 06 IU mL−1, respectively.

4. Discussion

Medical applications of viral vectors for gene therapy and vaccines
are continuously increasing (Shirley et al., 2020). One promising viral
vector that is currently undergoing preclinical evaluations, the ORFV,
lacks an efficient and economic production process. In this study, we
focused on its downstream processing and, in particular, on the de-
velopment of chromatographic methods for the purification of the cell
culture-derived ORFV.

4.1. Virus characterization

So far, the pI has not yet been determined for ORFV strain D1701-V
particles. Previously reported values for vaccinia viruses range between
2.3 and 5.9, depending on the analytical method and on the virus strain
analyzed (Douglas et al., 1966, 1969; Resch et al., 2007; Taylor and
Bosmann, 1981; Wolff and Reichl, 2011). Hence, the determined pI of
4.6 for ORFV is within the expected range. The same applies for the
determined main size populations after SXC purification of 150 and
250 nm, representing width and length of the ORFV in accordance with
literature (Nanington et al. 1964).

4.2. Determination of the dynamic binding capacities

In general, membrane adsorbers have been widely used for the
purification of viruses and virus-like particles due to their superior
performance, especially in view of their flow properties and binding
capacities for nanoplexes (Hoffmann et al., 2019). In this study, we
evaluated ion exchange-, pseudo-affinity-, and hydrophobic interaction
chromatography membrane adsorbers, as well as size-dependent tech-
niques such as the CC700 and SXC.

At present, the membrane-based SXC was only described for
Influenza A (Marichal-Gallardo et al., 2017) and baculovirus (Lothert
et al., 2020) purifications, yielding dynamic binding capacities of up to
1.2E+07 plaque-forming units cm−2, which exceed our observations
for the ORFV (1.63E+06 IU cm−2 to 7.78E+ 06 IU cm−2). In the
presented study, two membrane holders with a diameter of 13mm and
25mm (24mm membranes) were tested with a corresponding volu-
metric increase between the two membrane holders by a factor of 3.7.
The amount of retained viruses between the two membrane volumes
was increased by a factor of approximately 6 (Table 1). The slight de-
viation between the volumetric increase and the retained amount of
virus suggests a potential non-linear behavior when scaling up the SXC.
However, this could be explained by the error of the analytical method
for virus quantification, and the differences in the membrane housing
devices in terms of the assembly and housing materials. For the as-
sembly, both require a sealing ring in order to prevent a leakage. This
O-ring is relatively large for the 13mm device, probably resulting in an
inefficient perfusion of the membrane stack. This could reduce the ac-
cessible membrane volume, thus reducing the overall capacity com-
pared to the larger filter holder. Additionally, most of the interactions
for the SXC occur in the upper layers of the membrane stack (un-
published data), suggesting, that a comparison of the membrane areas
accessible for the virus particles might be more appropriate. However,
this cannot be reliably determined.

The 4.2-fold higher DBC observed for the Q membrane adsorber, in
comparison to the STPA membrane adsorber (Table 1), was not ex-
pected. Based on the manufacturer´s product sheet, the ligand density is
nearly six times higher for the STPA membrane than for the Q mem-
brane, resulting in BSA binding capacities of 0.8 mg cm−2 (Q mem-
brane) and 1.4 mg cm-2 (STPA). However, for virus molecules as large
as the ORFV particles, an increased ligand density might not affect the
binding capacity, but rather the binding strength, as multiple ligands
bind to a single virus particle.

Anion exchange membranes were frequently applied for the pur-
ification of different viruses with varying results on binding capacities.
For example, Grein et al. reported total capacities on similar Q mem-
branes of 1.7E+08 plaque-forming units per cm² using a recombinant
baculovirus (Grein et al., 2012) whereas McNally et al. captured ret-
roviral vectors on Mustang Q membranes with 1.2E+08 IP per mL
membrane (McNally et al., 2014). Hence, data on binding capacities is
frequently difficult to compare. Reasons for this are differences in virus
morphology and surface properties, varying analytical quantification
methods, and the deviations between membrane adsorbers from dif-
ferent manufactures. However, the data we obtained can be considered
within the same range as described by Grein et al. and McNally et al.
For MVA, Wolff et al. achieved binding capacities of greater than
1.2E+07 fifty-percent tissue culture infective dose (TCID50) per cm²
using Q and D anion exchangers (Wolff et al., 2010b), which were also
exceeded for the Q device.

For the SCMA, a constant breakthrough of a small virus fraction was
observed by the light scattering detector from the moment that sample
loading started (data not shown). This was confirmed by offline ana-
lytics, as approximately 10 %–15 % of the viruses were found in the
flow-through fraction. Previous publications described the application
of SCMA for the purification of the Influenza A virus, Influenza virus-
like particles, and MVA (Carvalho et al., 2018; Fortuna et al., 2018,
2019; Opitz et al., 2009; Wolff et al., 2010a), with the virus content

Fig. 5. ORFV stability after freeze/thawing with and without sugar supple-
mentation. Infective ORFV titers in SXC elution buffer (20mM TRIS-HCL pH 7.4
with 0.4M NaCl), supplemented with 0 %, 5 % and 10 % sucrose. The quan-
tification was done by flow cytometry, directly after the purification and after
each of up to three freeze/thaw cycles. Error bars indicate the standard de-
viation of technical triplicates.
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varying between 2.4 % and 30 % in the flow-through fraction during
the loading procedure. The precise interaction of different viruses and
sulfated cellulose or sulfated dextran is currently not yet fully under-
stood. However, several studies reported antiviral activities
(Chattopadhyay et al., 2008; Mitsuya et al., 1988; Nelson and
Rosowsky, 2002; Piret et al., 2000) and the binding of viruses to sul-
fated cellulose (O’Neil and Balkovic, 1993), suggesting that sulfated
cellulose can mimic a heparin or heparin sulfate ligand (Gallagher
et al., 2020; Paluck et al., 2016). The purification of ORFV via a heparin
affinity chromatography has already been described in literature
(Scagliarini et al., 2002, 2004), thus, ORFV could be suitable for SCMA
purification. Scagliarini and co-workers reported the ORF virus’ F1L
protein being mainly responsible for heparin binding (Scagliarini et al.,
2004). It is located on the viral envelope, presenting a glycosami-
noglycan binding motive (Lin et al., 2000; Scagliarini et al., 2002).
During the life cycle of the ORFV, different infectious progeny of ORFV
exist with altered surface structures and properties (Spehner et al.,
2004; Tan et al., 2009), and F1L could not be detected on all progenies
(Tan et al., 2009). For a complete virus recovery, the host cells were
disrupted after harvesting, releasing all progeny regardless of their
maturity level, which might explain the diminished performance during
SCMA for these virus particles. Besides, for Influenza virus particles,
Fortuna et al. showed a dependency of the SCMA performance on the
virus titer of the feed stream and on its ionic strength (Fortuna et al.,
2018, 2019). Different virus titers were not examined, therefore no
statement can be made on this. However, the conductivity of the tested
feed stream (3.5–4mS cm−2) matched their recommendation, and
therefore should not have influenced the adsorption behavior of the
virus during the sample loading process.

4.3. Evaluation of the capture step

Due to the estimated isoelectric point of the virus and the applied
buffer pH of 7.4, the IEX-S membrane was intended to be used in flow-
through mode (contaminant adsorption). In contrast to the expectation,
about 50 % were retained in the applied neutral pH process condition
and only eluted at higher (2M NaCI) salt concentrations (Fig. 3). Virus
purification, using cation- and anion exchangers under comparable
process conditions, has been described repeatedly in the literature for
various cell culture-derived viruses (Wolff and Reichl, 2011), such as
the Influenza A virus (Opitz et al., 2009), the adeno-associated virus
(Okada et al., 2009), and for MVA (Wolff et al., 2010b), where virus
particles can be adsorbed up to a certain degree to both types of ion
exchangers. Based on the varying protein compositions, it can be as-
sumed that individual patches on the virus surface have different
physicochemical properties, leading to a complex adsorption behavior.

The tested anion exchange membrane adsorber resulted in a virus
recovery for the IEX-STPA of 86 % during primary chromatography
(Fig. 3). Anion exchange chromatography is widely used for virus
purifications, such as adenoviruses (Nestola et al., 2015) and the In-
fluenza A virus (Weigel et al., 2016). Generally, the main disadvantage
of the method is the co-elution of process-related nucleic acids with the
product virus (Wolff and Reichl, 2011). As a result, the obtained virus
yield depends on the level of DNA depletion and must be optimized
with regard to the economics of the entire production process.

During the capture of the ORFV from the clarified cell culture ma-
terial by SCMA, the losses, which were observed in the DBC studies
throughout column loading, were confirmed (Fig. 3). In the course of
the capture experiments, virus losses throughout loading and wash
amounted to 17 %. This was also the case for the secondary chroma-
tographic purification via SCMA, where 14 % of the virus was detected
in the flow-through and wash fraction (see Sections 3.4 and 4.4).
However, during the SCMA capture only 51 % (Fig. 3) of the virus could
be recovered in total, excluding this method as a potential capture step.
For the SCMA purification of MVA, Wolff et al. described virus yields
ranging from 65 % to 75 %, while at the same time achieving a DNA

and protein depletion greater than 90 % and 95 %, respectively (Wolff
et al., 2010b, a). MVA also belongs to the poxvirus family and, thus,
allows a limited basis for comparison despite certain differences in
morphology. For the capturing step in the presented study, the protein
and DNA depletions are comparable to the studies of Wolff et al. Ac-
cording to the literature (Fortuna et al., 2019; Wolff et al., 2010b)
however, the virus recovery is below expectations. This might be at-
tributed to aspects already discussed in 3.2. Besides, it could also be due
to the fact, that custom-made membranes with pore sizes of 3−5 μm
were employed in the cited MVA study. Here, we used commercially
available membranes with 0.8 μm pores, leading to an increased fil-
tration effect, and thus, losses in the total virus recovery.

4.4. Evaluation of the secondary chromatographic step after SXC

After the purification of the virus particles by SXC, several mem-
brane adsorbers (IEX-S, IEX-Q, IEX-STPA, HICP and SCMA) as well as
the CC700 resin were tested for a subsequent chromatographic step to
remove residual contaminants.

For the cation exchange membrane adsorber, a comparable perfor-
mance of the secondary chromatography and the capture step (see
Sections 3.3 and 3.4) was achieved. Nearly half of the total virus
amount was not retained, and the product fractions did not show a
sufficient contaminant depletion (Fig. 4). Thus, the cation exchange
membrane adsorber was not suitable for a purification process of Vero
cell culture-derived ORFV under the tested conditions. The use of anion
exchangers as a secondary chromatographic step resulted in lower virus
yields compared to the capture step. More accurately, the virus yield
was reduced by 29 % (Figs. 3 and 4) for the IEX-STPA membrane ad-
sorber. Compared to the IEX-Q membrane adsorber, though, the IEX-
STPA membrane adsorber had an increased ligand density and virus
losses were insignificantly higher. The yields for the Q membrane ad-
sorber were comparable to values previously described for other virus
applications, such as for Influenza A (77–86 %, (Kalbfuss et al., 2007a),
Parvovirus-like particles (59 %, (Ladd Effio et al., 2016)) and MVA (77
%, (Wolff et al., 2010b)). Thus, virus losses in the course of anion ex-
change chromatography have already been described previously. The
above-mentioned higher virus losses, using the IEX-STPA in the sec-
ondary step compared to the capture step (complete virus recovery,
Fig. 3), could not have been caused by an infectivity loss as the process
conditions were the same in both approaches. Instead, the effect might
be explained by a shielding effect of contaminants in the solution,
preventing interactions of viruses with the surface ligands (Weigel
et al., 2016), with higher contaminant levels during the primary
chromatography. Under the applied elution buffer conditions, the DNA
could not be separated from the virus in any of the anion exchange
methods, resulting in DNA levels above 120 ng mL−1, thus rendering
these methods to be less suitable for the ORFV purification. If possible
at all, an extensive method optimization for an appropriate function-
ality would be required.

While the absence of contaminating proteins reduces the perfor-
mance of the anion exchangers, the opposite effect is observable for the
SCMA membrane. When applied as a secondary step, the total virus
recovery is approximately 17 % higher than during capture (Table 1,
Figs. 3 and 4). This increase is mainly attributed to a higher amount of
virus being eluted from the membrane adsorber, as the amounts in
flow-through and wash were unchanged. Possibly, the membrane
fouling effect is reduced when performed as a secondary purification in
the absence of proteins. As described in 3.3. the membranes’ pores are
at 0.8 μm, generally leading to higher filtration effects than in previous
reports on MVA with larger pore membranes (Wolff et al., 2010b, a).
Thus, the filtration effects could be increased at higher protein con-
centrations during the capture step. Total virus recoveries in all frac-
tions accounted for 68 %, ruling out SCMA for an ORFV purification.

Concerning the HICP membrane, high losses (about 40 %) were
observed during sample loading and wash (Fig. 4). HIC processes for
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virus purification are less well characterized and applied than the use of
anion exchange methods. However, Weigel et al. described a resin-
based HIC purification for Influenza A with>90 % virus yield and
about 99 % DNA removal (Weigel et al., 2019). Furthermore, also MVA
was previously purified with the HICP membranes as a secondary
purification, yielding up to 76 % of the virus (Wolff et al., 2010a),
matching the data of 76 % virus in the elution pool that we obtained
(Fig. 4). However, the DNA removal was higher in the referred study,
with less than 1 % of the initial DNA content being found in the product
(23 % in this work). Relative DNA amounts are difficult to compare,
and no values on absolute DNA concentrations are given in the pub-
lished data. In the presented study, the final DNA concentration in the
product fraction was about 47 ng mL−1 (containing total virus amounts
of 1.1E+06 IU). Thus, when considering this unit operation for pro-
cess implementation, a further optimization of the buffer composition
must be evaluated. The virus recovery in the elution could potentially
be increased for higher ammonium sulfate concentrations in the
binding buffer, presuming that the virus activity is not affected. The
total amount of recovered virus in all fractions can be attributed to the
analytical error, accounting up to 15 % for each fraction.

All IEX and HIC methods described here, were performed using
elution buffer conditions that support a high virus recovery using high
salt concentrations (2M NaCl). As under these circumstances most of
the DNA is co-eluted with the virus, the product purity was not opti-
mized. However, the intention here was the identification of possible
chromatographic methods for the purification of ORFV, and optimiza-
tions would have exceeded the scope of this study.

Among the techniques tested as secondary chromatographic
methods, CC700 allowed the highest DNA removal with only 24 ng
mL−1 of the DNA remaining in the product fraction at virus titers of
2.0E+06 IU mL−1. Accordingly, this combination offers the highest
potential for a further process optimization in order to comply with a
production process in agreement with regulatory guidelines (European
Pharmacopoeia, 2020; World Health Organization, 2017). The use of
CC700 and HICP both showed a high virus yield (90 % and 76 %) and a
high DNA depletion in the product fraction (64 % and 77 %, Fig. 4). The
latter is based on a total DNA assay, which needs to be further char-
acterized for a production process in order to discriminate between
viral DNA and host cell DNA. Furthermore, the combination SXC and
CC700 or HICP allowed a protein depletion below the quantification
limit (25 μg/mL) of the applied assay and, thus, meets the requirements
of the regulatory guidelines. Nonetheless, it will be necessary for a
production process to further characterize the remaining proteins in
order to determine their source.

As carried out in the experiments shown here, the final arrangement
of the two chromatographic purification methods should start with the
SXC. This method is mainly independent of the loading- and the elution
buffer, reducing the need for additional buffer exchanges, which would
be necessary for HICP (Weigel et al., 2019; Wolff et al., 2010a). Fur-
thermore, SXC allows a concentration of the virus (Marichal-Gallardo
et al., 2017), whereas the CC700 rather leads to a sample dilution. Also
the polishing effect of the CC700 resin might be reduced, if over-
burdened with higher contaminant amounts of the clarified feed (James
et al., 2016).

The experiments described here were all conducted on a laboratory
scale. However, most of the evaluated techniques are membrane-based
and available, either commercially in different scales, or can be custom-
made from commercial flat sheet membranes (SXC, SCMA) to accom-
modate the required scale. The only applied resin-based technique, the
CC700, is used to bind and remove remaining impurities in a flow-
through mode for the virus. It is therefore uncritical for upscaling.

4.5. Evaluation of the virus stability during freeze/thaw cycles

The data suggests that the virus can be stored at −80 °C after the
first chromatographic purification, without affecting the virus stability

for up to three freeze/thaw cycles (Fig. 5). Additionally, a supple-
mentation of 5% or 10 % sucrose is not required and can be omitted.
Previously, the addition of stabilizers, such as sugars, was described to
be beneficial for storage and formulation of various viruses (Adebayo
et al., 1998; Kumru et al., 2018). In our case, an intermediate storage
and freeze/thawing in a SXC elution buffer (20mM Tris pH 7.4,
180mM NaCl) was uncritical; for a long term storage, though, addi-
tional studies are required.

5. Conclusion

This study evaluates the general performance and applicability of
different chromatographic unit operations for the purification of cell
culture-derived ORFV. In summary, anion exchangers, HIC, and SXC are
suitable possibilities with satisfying product recoveries and con-
taminant depletions. Cation exchange membrane chromatography and
SCMA appeared less eligible for such a process. SXC and IEX-STPA
membranes present the most promising capture steps with 84 % and 86
% virus recovery, respectively, whereas the impurity removal was
better for SXC (greater than 99 % protein and 67 % DNA reduction).
The combination of SXC chromatography with a subsequent CC700 or
HIC membrane adsorption chromatography resulted in an overall virus
yield in the two combined chromatographic steps in 90 % and 76 %,
respectively. Hence, these unit operations or the combination of the
SXC capture step with a CC700 or HIC chromatography are promising
candidates for a DSP of cell culture-derived ORFV. In addition, the
utilized membranes or chromatographic modules are well suited for
upscaling and single use applications, providing the possibility for the
development of an economic production process, which will be the
focus of upcoming experiments.
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